FIRST YEAR SEMINAR (3 s.h. required)  
____UCO 1200 or HON 1515 or WGC 1103

WRITING ACROSS THE CURRICULUM (6 s.h. required)  
____ ENG 1000 or FL 1000 or WGC 1103  
____ ENG 2001

MAJOR REQUIREMENTS  
____ Junior writing in the discipline *  
____ Senior capstone experience *  
(*These hours count in the major requirements, not in the 44 hours of General Education requirements.)

DESIGNATIONS in Perspectives (3 s.h. of each required)  
____ Fine Arts, ____ Historical Studies, ____ Literary Studies

MAJOR REQUIREMENTS  
____ Fine Arts, ____ Historical Studies, ____ Literary Studies  
____ PE 1718, ____ PE 1768, ____ PE 1769

QUALITATIVE LITERACY (4 s.h. required)  
____ MAT 1010  
____ MAT 1030  
____ C S 1445  
____ STT 2810 **

____ MAT 1120  
____ MAT 1110  
____ ECO 2100**  
____ STT 3820 **

____ MAT 1252  
____ STT 2820  
____ STT 1810 **

(** These courses are 3 s.h. courses and do NOT fulfill the Quantitative Literacy requirement on their own. All other courses listed above are 4 s.h. courses and therefore will fulfill the Quantitative Literacy requirement.)

WELLNESS LITERACY (2 s.h. required) - Choose from the following:  
1 s.h. COURSES: PE 1700-1877 (1)  
2 s.h. COURSES: ____ HP 1105, ____ HED 1000, ____ DAN 1400, ____ DAN 1410,  
____ DAN 1420, ____ DAN 2400, ____ DAN 2410, ____ DAN 2420,  
____ DAN 3280, ____ DAN 3480, ____ DAN 3580

3 s.h. COURSES (additional hour counts as elective): ____ NUT 2202, ____ PE 3008, ____ DAN 4460,  
____ PE 1718, ____ PE 1768, ____ PE 1769

PERSPECTIVES: Choose one theme from each perspective. You must choose an 8 hour theme from the science perspective, two 6 hour themes and one 9 hour theme from each of the remaining perspectives (29s.h. required). *Italicized courses appear in multiple themes; however, courses may not be applied to more than one theme. Three semester hours must be taken in each of the designations: Fine Arts (FA), Historical Studies (HS) and Literary Studies (LS).